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·BY GEORGE JOHNSON

·
transition from its traditional
~? o UNM President Ferrel Heady· ···eiitist form to one of modern
~t)sl.lid yesterday that he supports egalitarianism. It moved from a
the adoption of stricter entrance select to a mass clientele .• ,
C..1,. requirements to UNM-but only if · "It seemed that the university
the university takes the lead in was attempting to be all things to
establishing a junior college to all men. Now that the floodtide of
.take up the slack.
both students and money has
lri a speech to the r~gio~al subsided, we know that it is an
College Entrance Exammatlon impossibility.
:Board Conference, Heady said
"The negativism-you could
that' ~e. s u. P P or .t~ ~ t~ e almost call it nihilism-brought on
re-establishment of spectftc htgh by· the Vietnam war was a new
school subject requirements, but experience in this country,"
that he opposed the adoption of a Heady said. uvietnam era
minimum composite ACT score. students questioned traditional
C u r r e n t I y t h e . o n I Y disciplines and values, traditional
requirements for admisston to methods of teaching-in fact
UNM are a C average and anything traditional. Conversely
graduation from an accredited everything billed as 'new' tended
high school.
to be seized upon as worthwhile.
"Th~re are many ~aduates of
uNor were the faculty immune
Bernabl~o Cou!ltY hagh ~>chools to the spirit, perhaps feeling that
now bemg adrtnt~e~ tn UNM who if the traditional system had
.wo~l~ not be ehga~~e under t~e produced such an unconscionable
pqhcaes (I) I?ropose, Heady saad. mess, it should be scrapped.'"
Heady .saad that because of a
Heady said the "negativism"
level-off m college enrollments combined with an "educational
(and therefore funds) all philosophy skewed toward
universities, including UNM, must
·
re-evaluate "philosophies of
education and the quality and
qualifications of s!udents."
He cited declining ACT scores
and rising grade point averages, a
situation he blamed on
educational ''nihilism" caued by
VietnaiJl era rejection of
educational traditions.
"During the past twenty
years," Heady said, "higher
education was caught. up in a

.

Ferrel Heady
affective rather than cognitive
skills" is reflected in lower ACT
scores and higher GPAs.
"There is no doubt that grading
practices are much more
permissive than they were 10 or

15 years ago," .Heady said. "Here
in New Mexico our greatly
expanded remedial program for
entering students testifies to the
fact, As a matter of fact, we
cannot offer all the· remedial work
in English and mathematics for
which there is a demand,"
Heady said that several years :
ago the UNM faculty abandcllled
high school group requirements
for entrance, The only remaining
requirements were a C average and
graduation from an accredited
high school.
"The wisdom of that move is
now being questioned," Heady
said. "The faculty Committee on
Entrance and Credits is developing
a recommendation to retum to
subject . matter requirements in
English, mathematics, and natural
and social sciences ..• The·
Committee on University Planning
is considering a similar
recommendation.
"I share . their concerns and
support speci fie high school
subject matter requirements. But I
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will insist on at least two'
conditions.
''I believe that UNM
cannot ••. move to stricter
admission requirements •.
. (without taking) the lead in
helping to establish a two-year
junior college or community
college in Bernalillo County.
"There are many graduates of
Bernalillo .county high schools .
now being admitted to UNM who
would not be eligible under the
policies being proposed."
Heady said that the second
condition he would insist on
"would give the individual student
some flexibility of approach to
UNM.
'
"It has been proposed that . ,.,a
minimum score could be
substituted for a subject matter
requirement.
"For example, 11 prospective
student might not have fulfilled
all English subject matter
requirements yet may have scored
22 or higher (on) the ACT test. In ·
that case the ACT
score ... should fulfill the subject
matter requirement.
"To require both specific
subject matter areas and a
minimal composite ACT score
would be an improper move for
the university, unfair to the
individual student."
Heady said that the change in
admission requirements would not
take place for at least three years
to allow tlie high schools time to
adjust.

Senate OverridetJ;6rm;.s C8nter Veto
By ORLANDO MEDINA
The ASUNM Senate voted last
night 15·2 to oyerrid~ President
Gil Gonzales' veto of the Rape
Crisis Center funding bill.
The Rape Crisis Center will
now receive $3400 to pay for the
salaries of two coordinators of the
program for four months.
In other action the senate voted
to fund the Juniper Gay
Counse1ing Service and passed the
resolution caUing for an
investigation lnto the LOBO.
The· sponsoring senators or the
Rape Crisis bill :read letters of
endorsement from campus, city

.
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Gonzales had told the senate Jegis1atol'S abQut the possible
authorities and organizations.
The overrtde on the veto passed
that the Lobby Committee felt "negative political ramifications."
"We have a real chance"tonight on a roll call vote.
to do a public service," said Sen.
The appropriations bnt funding • that passage or th~ Juniper bill
Duffey-Ingrassia said she
the Juniper Gay Counseling couJd cause some reaction in the wanted to praise Juniper and iU;
Lisa Sewell.
Sen. Jan Lustig said that if the Service passed on a narrow 9·8 state legislature and jts related staff and "1 want the senate' to
program were not funded by vole after two abstaining senators univc,rsity funding committees.
stand on its feet and to take a
The senate stalled passage of stand on controversial issues."
Saturday, Uten the program would changed their voles.
Sen. Rudy Chavez said he had
fold up.
The bill will provide funds for the bill by failing to suspend a
Sen. P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia read the Gay Counseling Service it it is standing rule concerning their done some research and found
budget but after .. a ten minute between 150 to 200 students who
a letter from a rape victim and her not vetoed.
Earlier in the senate meetittg ·recess returned to pass the objected to Juniper,
mother and 'then listed money
Sen. Joe Samora agreed· with
going to th'e center. She added Ptesident Gonzales answered a standing l'Ule and reconsider the
Chav.ez and added that there was
that this was to answ~r Gonzales' question from Sen. Kit Juniper bill.
eel feel this is a very ~aluable not enough money to start
Goodfriend concerning his
questions on otl}er funds.
Sen. Randy Gins, who possible veto of the Juniper bill. biH and it represents a step in the ·another new program.
The vote was taken, resulting in
disagreed ·with the bill, said, uThis Gonzales replied that he would advancement of some people
veto the bill.
trying to get their civil liberties," eight votes for and seven against.
bill is strictly for salaries."
It was then that Sen. Larry
said Sewell.
Sen. Louis Tempkin said he had Abraham changed his abstaining
found himself torn on the bill and vote to no and Sen. Lynn Weber
checked with some state changed her vole to yes.

Hempen App.e~ls Charges

l

Dr. F. Claude Hempen, recent1y fired director
of KNME-TV, has filed a grievance appealing the
charges or "alleged irregular business practices"
which led to his dismissal.
.
UNM President Ferrel Heady fired Hempen
Sept. 25 following a university investigatic;m·htto
the matter. The investigation led to Hempen's
dismissal on grounds of unjustified payrol,ls and
traveling compensations issued to KNME
employees by Hempen.
A letter directed to Heady from Hempen's
lawyer, Paul W. Robinson,. stated that, "We
disagrel:! with the facts you found to be true and
your action terminating Dr. Hempen's
employment."
The letter also said He~dy's action was "a

violation, misinterpretation _or inequitable
application or UNM's policies and pradices," and
"Dr. Hempen respectfully requests a hearing
before the Board of Regents."
Robinson said Hempen has denied the charges.
The appeal will now go before a grievance
board, which consists of three regents:. Calvin
Horn, Dr. Albert Simms and Cyrene MapeJ. ·
Heady said the board norma1ly consists of two
regents and the president, but he said in this case
he will excuse himself' from the board because he
WaS the one who initiated the investigations
leading to Hempen's firing. •
Hempen and his attorney will bring their case
before the grievance board and UNM attorney
Peter Rask on Monday, Oct. 14.

How would you answer this
question? A couple of responses
the LOBO got were:
. Anthony Allen (left): 'I think
it;s a darned good
school ••• should be rated higher
than it is."
Leigh Dimmick (right): 'School
is like an in·between before you
have to go out into the real
world.'

See Page 3
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Melba.
Moore
Here
Melba Moore, star of the broadway musicals
"Hair" and "Pearlie," was at UNM yesterday to speak
to the youth who. participated1n the Afro-A,.merican
Studies summer youth program. In the photo (above)
she receives a plaque from UNM law student Sam
Johnson welcoming her to Albuquerque.
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DeanA Left VP Post For UNM Position·
By HYDE POST
Engineering's new dean,
William Gross, does not fit the
stereotype tha:t has the College of
Engineering sitting satiated and
secure on a mountain of missiles it
designed.
The new dean, wlio assumed his
duties July 1 shucked his job as a
vice president with Ampex: in
order to find out what was
happening beyond the forests of
Redwood City, California.
An eleven year break between
jobs led Gross to Europe and
North Africa. Then he did some
traveling within this country.
During that time,. among other
.offers, Grl)ss and his wife, Sherry,
considerf.ld an offer by the
American Friends Service
Committee to put their skills to
work in a Vietnam hospital for
paraplegics, a liospital where
artificial limbs are designed and
built from materials indigenous to
the area.
They decided not to go, the
dean said, because at that time,
bombardiers were particularly
busy, and he and his wife did not
completely trust anyone's
accuracy or discrimination.
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Development Office Solicits Contributions
By ANNABEL TIBERI
The main function of the
Development Office, under Bob
Lalicker, is to develop priv.ate

•
,

.

funding or contributions to the
university. Many of these

contributions come in the form of
cash gifts, rare book collections
and real estate.
The Development Office
solicits contributions from UNM
alumni ru1d many times, major
corporations will match the
contributions of their UNM
alumni employees. Approximately
200 companies matched the
contributions of their employees
last year.
Under the Development Office
is the Greater UNM Fund which is
the official receiver of all funds,
whether cash gifts of any kind .
Last year over 2000 UNM
alumni contributed some sort or
gift. However, Lalicker is not
"satisfied with the 5 per cent
from UNM, when the national
average is 20 per cent."
"Our main goal for this office is
to develop a broader base of funds
from our alumni and others,"
Lalicker said. The average
contribution by alumni is usually
small gifts of $25 to $50.
"Unrestricted gif,ts are the best
form of contribution," Lalicker
said. "The unrestricted gift can be

Spolsky Sees
By DEBRA SANCHEZ

.
a. z
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"While there is presently
"Also, we had decided that the definitely more valuable than through industrial and research
grants,
slight decrease in declared
biggest problems are not in poor knowing somebody."
Last year the college's engineering majors, the number of
countries, but in this country
sponsored research totaled out to fteshmen showing interest in the
where the consumption of natural
ov'er $400,000, Large as that field by taking introductory.
resources far eJ~:ceeds that of other
number seems, it's less than half courses is up by about 45 per
nations," Gross spid.
of the total in the years 1967·68. cent," Qross said.
Gross, who will be fifty in
As to that discrepancy, the
"Plus, unlike English literat\lre,
November, lives in a modest home
Bureau of Engineering Research in order for an engineer to be on
close to campus so he can walk to
Director, Harold Southward, top of his field, he must be
work.
noted that those years were both re-educated in the technology of
As to his goals as head of the
war years and a relative high point his field about every five years."
College of Engineering, one of his
in the aerospace field.
While the new dean still retains
top priorities will be to develop a
To increasf.l the sponsored that shiny adjective before his
strong con'stituency relationship
research funding and as one of his title, he has been me~ting
with the voters of New Mexico in
goals as dean, Gross said it would frequently with faculty groups,
the hope of securing more funds
be his aim to re-focus the goals of undergraduate groups and other
from the legislature.
the college towards energy usage contingents and organizations in
By contacting the industrial
and conservation, which he sees as an effort to get to know the who
recipients of UNM engineering
the most pressing international and what already within the
knowledge, research sponsors, and
. problem of both the present and college walls..
university alumni, Gross hopes to
make some headway towards this
future·
Don and · Elizabeth Bruckner will
goal.
Towards the research end of perform a short skit on 'Transactional
that aim, Southward said that Analysis' next Mon ..,Oct. 7 at Newman
As to the earmarking& of this
state and federal money was "Center from 8-9:30 p.m. All are
still nebulous money, Gross would
. • 1y avru'J a bJe m
• teh
w
de fiamte
energy
r.::;;;e;,;lc;;;o;,;;m;;;c;..•----------~
especially like to see a· portion
area, As an example he noted that
used to enlarge such programs as '
New Mexico
the state had recently allocated
the Minority Engineering
DAILY
LOBO
William Gross
"$25P,OOO seed money for energy
Cooperative Education Program.
research,"
Engineering, Gross said, could
No.29
Vol. 78
Gross said he would also like
be a particularly rewarding area
In addition to approaching the
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
for minorities, "because in the legislature, Gross said he will be additional funds to deal with a
Albuquerque,
N.M. 8713i
commercial field, it is one stepping up efforts to secure rise in enrollment that he sees
Editorial
Phone
(606) 277profession where merit is funding at the national level and coming.
4102, 277-4202
:

used where it is needed most."
There are many individual
projects on campus where money
is not available without the
unrestricted contributions. Most
of these university projects are
"one shot deals and are not yearly
funded by the Development
Office," Lali~ke~ said.
Many ot' the unrestricted
contributions are handled by the
Board of Directors, who decide
where and who gets these gifts.
Many times these gifts will
support a "department paper" for
a semester, where originally no
funding was available in the
overall budget of the particular
department,
The Development Office has
.helped buy such things as the pipe
organ in the Alumni Memorial
Chapel on campus.
Approximately $2.4 million
were given in private support last
year. The Development Office is
the "reporting office for the
whole university','' Lalicker said.
"We have excellent cooperation
from other offices on campus, and

~Deeper

should do something at all if you
cannot do it well, Spolsky said.

The new dean of the graduate
school, Bernard Spolsky, wants tc
see quality education in ethnic
and Women Studies programs at
UNM.
He said Dean Wollman's recent
proposal to withdraw approval
from such courses is "superficial
evidence of a deeper problem,"
The deeper problem is that the
university has never given such
courses high academic priorities,
Spolsky siad. He said although it
is "exciting," that we now have a ·
lot of courses taught in Navajo,
most of these courses are taught
hy undergradua~ students. "Here
is a major university dealing with
a major langilage. for linguists
around the world that doesn't
even have a full·time professor
teaching the language," he said.
Spolsky said thE! samE! problem
(l'hoto bY Terry England)
exists in other ethnic and Women
Bernard
Spolsky
Studies courses; the courses are a
great ide=!, but thE! university
Sp;.lsky said he believes the
cannot afford, or is not willing to
afford qualified professors to university should operate
academic programs, especially on
teach the courses,
the graduate level, only when
Wollman's decision brings up
the question of whether you academic excellence has already

Problem'

been established or when the
subject matter bas direct relevance
to society as it exists at the
moment, es(Jecially locally,
"It makes sense for a university
to be strong in the areas in which
it has the best natural resources,"
he said.
''A visiting consultant has
pointed out to us tlie great
potential we have for excellence
in environment or ecological
biology. With a minimum
investment in f~U:ulty and support,
we could easily build such a
graduate program of thil first
rank, for the acces~ to relatively
unspoiled environments is of such
value to students in the field," he
said.
Spolsky also said he believes
ethnic programs, properly planned
and staffed, could fill vital
regional needs, and quickly
achieve international scholarly
recognition as well.
"I would argue that the field of
Am11rican Indian languages is a
field in which without difficulty
we could become the best in the
world," he said. ''We have the
nativil students and faculty who
could be involved."

tl1cy provide a complete list of
dono'rs and the size of the
contribution to this office."
Such groups as the Friends of
the University, which consists of
individuals who are not alumni are
included in the $2.4 million raised
(Continued on page 3)
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By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Whatever possessed you to
come to the University of New .
Mexico? Was it because Playboy
said UNM was one of the
s wingingest schools in the
country? Or did you follow your
high school sweetheart here? The
dope's cheap, right?
For many of the students at
UNM the answer is, "all of the
above'" Their general consensus
seemed to be that going to UNM
was cheap, it didn't take much
effort to get through the
university, and the slow life and
pleasant weather of the Southwest
was preferable to life in the East
or North.
Students like the atmosphere of
New Mexico, "I like the people,"
said Ann Winfrey, an English

~

The New Mexico Daii.Y Lobo 18 pubo
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Steve Parmenter: 'Mainly llt'ke
the Southwest.'
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Classes in Mexican Dance
for Children
(Ages 6-9) Tues~ 8t Thurs. 5-6 pm
(Ages 10-13) Tues 8t Thurs. 6-7 pm
Knights of Columbus Hall
Spruce and Lead SE
Taught by

..,
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major. "There is a wide variety of
people here, I really love this
school."
Believe it or not, Ripley, many
studenJs agreed with Ann.
"I think it's a dam good school.
I don't care what anybo.dy says,"
biology major Anthony Allen
said. "UNM should be rated
higher than it is. The ACT scores

Ballet Folklorico de Albuquerque
842-9434 enrollment any time

IOBODY SPLITS I 1111111
UKE UDIIRI OUEEI! I
thurs

• "I like the life here, it's slower
than back East," said Verendia
Stanley. "I've Jived in
Albuquerquemostofmylifeand
I'm used to it,"
Most of the New Mexicans
interviewed said the same thing.
UNM was the most convenient
and cheapest alternative, and what
the hell, it's the same here as any
place else, right?
Might as well spend four years
here-it's better than working.
That lackadaisical, vacation
feeling pervaded the UNM
campus.
.
"Going to the university is like
an in-between before yo,u have to
go out into the real world and
work" said Leigh Dimmick.
"Why not go to UNM?"
another student said, "You can
live on scholarships, grants, loans,
work-study-it's better than
working."
Few people mentioned
academic reasons for attending
UNM, but there were some who
came here because of a specific

By MIKE PRICE
Nine persons were jailed within
the last two weeks in connection
with illegal parking permits, ten
learned what a "Rhino" is and the
safari downtown cost the!fl at

ONLY

lE!ast $5 each.
Walter Birge, director of
parking services, said that eight
persons were found with stolen or
borrowed permits in the iast two
weeks, and one person was found

49«1:
Mmmm! Start by split·
ting a whole, fresh banana, top
it with three (3) peaks of freezer·lresh Datry Queen, ladle
on pineapple, chocolate and strawberry topping plus
whipped topping and a cherry. The cherry's just to give you
a place to start eating!
·
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(Continued on page 8}
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with a copy he had tried to make.
The nine were booked into
county jail on charges of fraud.
This is a misdemeanor and the
penalty is a $100 fine or six
months• in jail, or both. All the
cars were towed and impounded
and the permits secured for
evidence.
A "Rhino" is a device that is
locked onto the wheel of a car,
making it immobile. The official
name for it is an "immobilizer"
and oncil caught by the wheel,
only a trip downtown to take care
of any previous tickets, both ')ity
and campus, and a $5 fine will
gain release,
The reason fm· this, Birge said,
is that all citations written on
campus are required by Jaw to be
filed in Municipal Court.
Birge said some of the parking
problems are people ignoring
parking regulations and advising
each other not to pay fines,
people removing tickets from
other cars, and stealing or
swapping permits.
.
But the main problem is people
parking in unauthorized spaces,
"If we had no violators," Birge
said, "there would be mm•e
parking space~ available."

These are weaving and spinning terms.
They'll be used in three courses being
offered in October through Village Wools.
1. tntro. to weaving and tapestry
using a 2 harness loom.
2. Jntermed. weaving with 2 and 4
harness looms.
3. Spinning with a spinning wheel.
We'll be offering more courses and
workshops throughout tho year, taught by
prominentlibercrafts people.
Call or come In very soon lor more par·
llculars.

flbercraft matarlala
& auppllaa

308 San Felipe, N.W.
243-0655

~=~~~~~~~~;;.

Finest American and
European Cuisine
at Popular Prices

.

last year. Many times
contributions will be made in the
form of memorial gifts. These
gifts are used to "remember both
the living and the dead," Lalicker
said. "In the last few years, this
type of gift, the memorial gift, is
being used more and more in the
name o£ the deceased."
The president has the final
approval as to where the extra
money should be spent.
"We are ,obligatory to the
donor to specafy the area that he
wa~ts," Lalicker said. This
particular type of donor usually
con tributes a restricted
contribution, which means the
donor specifies the area that the
money should be Used.
There is always a need for
outside funding for various
projects at the university and the
need for contributors is still great.
There are many projects at the

rolag•
dents.
heddle.
crimp.

_____

(contmuedfrompage2)

'Rhino' Cl.amps Down On Violators
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UNIVERSITY 2300 CENTRAL
DAIRY QUEEN

He fed his preferences for a school
into t1,Je machine which spit out
twelve schools, UNM among
them. He said he picked UNM
because of an unexplained
attraction to New Mexico coupled
with the low tuition.
Every time the subject of
dormitory life came up, the
responsa was incohere11t laughter.
Apparently, quite a bit of
socializing goes on over there.
As a matter of fact, many of
the students seemed to think that
while there there weren't orgies
going night and day at UNM,
there was a lot to do here,
"I ca.me here because it's close
life here , . , slower than back
to
Mexico and there's a lot of
East.'
good pot," said one student.
program offered at UNM.
•
"I think it shouldn't be so
"I came here because UNM was much of a party school," said
large-there are a lot of people another student, Steve Bingham.
here and a lot happening. I can get "It's sad that people can party all
a lot of experience," said Rudy semester and still get a C in the
Castellano, journalism major, lower division classes."
"UNM provided the courses I
It seemed that many students
needed and I'm here for what 1 who came to UNM came, not for
can get out of those classes. the degree or job training they
However, there are few really could get here, .but for the
good classes here,"
easy-going university atmosphere.
"I'm not here for academic
"When I was in Illinois, I got
the impression that UNM had a reasons," said Bill Nadel. "I like
good ru1thropology dept!l'tment," the atmosphere here-it's not as
said Steve Parmenter, "Mainly 1 frenzied as back East. The honors
like the Southwest. Besides, when program is good-it's not based on
I came here, it was cheaper to go working like crazy for grades-the
here as a non·resident than to go classes are very stimulating,"
1
It seems that UNM students arc
to a schoo in Illinois as a
h .
h
be
resident."
not as apat etac as as
en
One student, Mike Hill, found thought, they arc just like any
out about UNM from a computer, typical vacationers anywhere else
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Telephone 345-6280

4110 Edith NE

s.fe!J::;for Appointments Call
Ron Ci<,rwro~

255-3279
107 WA~MINGTON S.E.

It's easy to just buy a plant. but
choosin!J the right plant can often be
confusing. At the True American our
plants are personally selected to
thrive in today's interiors. Simply:
we don't just sell plants-we help
you select the tight plant. guaran·
teed growing and healthy, for your
environment.

we offer an exciting selection of
Green Thumb accessories-from
basic terra cotta pots, fertilizer and
'
potting soil, to exotic decorative
·containers and cache pots.
Come in today, there's always
plenty of advir.e for the leaf-lorn.
We're located at 3004 Central S.E.
and are open for you from 11 'till 7.

Daily Lobo

Letters
Editorials·
Opinions

Perspective
grades, to spot academic troubles when they begin and not
a generation too late,.
Wollman maintains. that average academic performances
. be rewarded with a grade of c, which is in perfect
ag'reement with the Faculty Handbook and hardly a
pronouncement of the Third Reich.
'
Minority studies have come under close scrutiny, and
because their programs have been so experimental have
always been forced to keep the quality of their prdgrams
above those of the rest of the university. 1 wonder if
course .offerings in other departments of the university
could stand up so well if examined as intensely.

Opinion
While improving academic quality by raising admissions
standards somewhat sl)ould be done, there is the problem
of what to do with students who can't make the grade at
UNM.
A community college would be at least a partial solution
to this problem. Community colleges have been quite
successful in the California school system, and would
enable any citizen of the state an opportunity to get an
education.

(Cmtlinued on page 8)
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. Comm~nity colleges. cost money, and in New Mexico,
education is the one th1ng money refuses to buy, UNM has
· been crippled ~y the legislature year after year •. Rural
legislators espeCially see~ opposed to proper fu~dmg of
university and communitY college systems, charging that
students graduate and leave the state, in effect "wasting''
taxpayers money to educate them.
.
..
Nothing is farther from the truth, The umversltles
actually bring more money in the form of research grants
and taxes into the state than are spent on the~,
Community colleges are an equally ~oo~ 1dea, but the
possibilitY of a community college formmg In Albuquerque
in the next few years are remote. If you wonder why,, go
ask the ''good old boys" in Santa Fe.
1n the meantime, consider a few facts gathered by
Esquire Magazine:
-41,000 applicants will be competing for only 14,400
medical school positions next year.•
-86,000 aPPlicants will vie for 38,500 law.school spots.
-There are only 117,000 positions available for 231,000
certified elementary and secondary school teachers.
-9,800,000 college graduates will enter the work force
in this decade, but only 6,600,000 will find jobs.
-After a five year apprenticeship, electricians and
plumbers average an income of over $20,000. Professors
with a PhD average $18,000annually.
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A Plea For Senate Sanity
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It's Wednesday afternoon before
another ASUNM Senate meeting and
things should be hotter tonight than
usual. The Rape Crisis Center's veto
and Juniper should be coming up
tonight which will make our meeting
less dull.
Being an indealist, I suppose I am
more upset than usual about tile events.
of the past few hours. I went over to
the Women's Center this afternoon to
talk about the Rape Crisis Center and
Juniper. It seems as if some senators
will be votiog against or abstaining on
Juniper funding because of the
"political implications" Involved in
passing such a bill; as if passed, such a
bill would cause problems up in Santa
Fe.
The thing I find hard to understand
is how people can vote against their
consciences. We have put gay people in
the closet for too long._Gay people do
exist and have unique' problems in
society, but there are those people who
would deny them the right to chose
their own way of life. Isn't it about
time we allowed these people to live
the way they desire, and not force our

engineering majors!

Bechtel Corp, of California will show a
corporate information fUm on Mon.,

Oct. 7 at 7:30 p.m. in Room 2114,
Mesa Vista South. Recruiting, Oct. 8th
and 9th. For more info contact parccr
Services Center, Room 2130, Mesa
Vista South.
Delta Sigma Pi will meet Thurs. at
7:30p.m. in the SUB.

The~c will be an informative meeting
for all Native American engineering
students Thurs., Oct 3 at 7:30 p.m. at
Native American Studies Center, 1812
Las Lomas, NE. Contact 217·3918 or
277·3017, Gerald House.

SPUUS meeting Oct. 6, Sun. at 2:30
p.m., 1129 Vassar NE, Bring money
for dues and pins. Also $2 required in
advance to attcn<l Regional
Conference. for more Info, 242·9659
(Yvonne) or 344·6468 (Elsie),

·Lobo Letter, Opinion Policy
Letters'"to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and telephone number must be
included with the -letter or it will not be considered for
publication. Names will not be withheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please include a name, telephone
number and address of a group member. The letter will carry
that name, plus the name of that-group.
The Lobo will publish letters as space and the number of
letters received allows.

------Lobo Letter-----Reader Approves Regents' Decisions
Editor:
Regents not to fund PIRG. The record
A number of controversial issues shows, by virtue of their financial
have been publicized by The Lobo troubles, that they· are a contributing
recently, I, too, would like to bring factor to the wrongs that they would
forward my views for consideration.
allegedly right. They recruited
(1) I approve the decision of the signatures for their petition in a
Regents to provide funds for the new manner that could best be described as
press box at University Stadium. I the manner used by the enforcers of
would like to see the University have a the whims of Adolf Hitler. PIFlG really
major football program. We must treat made it a hassle to walk around on
the journalists that ~ublicize that campus for a while. They would in
program to the amenities that a major many cases duplicate one of the
football program offers. The football functions of the university anyway,
program can be made self-sufficient, that of providing input into public
but only if it is successful.
issues in the form of problem·solving
(2) I approve the decision of the and informational services.

(3) I abhor the actions recently of a
small group of individuals who took
over the offices of The DaiiV Lobo.
These people represent no one but
themselves. Their actions are
counter-productive to the smooth
functioning of the university
environment and infringe on the rights
of the majority to be provided with a
press that is free from arbitrary
restraints. These people demand more
than equal treatment and there is no
basis lor that demand.
Youts truly,
R. T. Williams
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Paul Kruse has submitted his resignation as an ASUNM senator,
This makes three senators who have resigned this semester.

life styles on them?
months to ·a year but the "people with
The American Psychiatric Society th~ money" take a little bit longer.
classified homosexuals and lesbians as Wouldn't it be a shame to lr;>se an
normal and not sick, as some people organization like RCC because of these
would like to believe. Why can't we reasons?
treat them as normal human beings
The only thing that is constant is
instead of weirdos? The Senate is change, as someone once said. The
willing to allocate money to buy needed change will not come if we
themselves cokes and coffee at senate worry about the reactions from the
meetings, willing to send people all state government.
over the state and country for
Perhpas the events of the past few
conferences, but they are not willing to weeks, days, hours, minutes have been
help a grovp of human beings asking contrictive. .At lean some students
for a comparatively small amourn of seem to care about what goes Qn up
money to help those who might be the the ASUNM offices, but do the
different.
ASUNM officials care aoubt what is
The Rape Crisis Center is one of the going on their own campus?
most viable programs at this university,
In closing I'd like to thank those
It has been nationally acclaimed as one senators and students in supporting
of the finest RCC's in the country, Not Juniper and the RCC. A few of these
only does the RCC help men and people are Duffy-lngrassia, Lisa Sewell,
wom11n who have been sexually Kathy Fordyce, Linda McCreary, Gail
assaulted, but it has helped raise the Vinson, Louis Tempkin, and all you
state·wide conscieousness on Rape and others whose first names I know but
other related incidents. It has been in not the last name. I respect you for
existance for about a year. They are being open minded and willing to
trying to get funding outside of the change.
university but that takes time. Perhaps
, Kit GoodfriendASUNM can evaluate a progra'!l in six
ASUNM Senator
Christian Student Center will meet
on Thurs. 11t 7 p.m. at the Center. The
Center is located on Girard at Central
(almost).
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South Americans
Say: Rocky
·Go Home
By NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN
WASHINGTON (KFS)-In the last few decades our Presidents have fallen· into
the habit of using their Veeps for high-level, foreign ribbon-cutting missions. It's
now being said that one of the advantages of Mr. Rockefeller is that with his
experience he can do a lot more than be a ceremonial presence at the state
funerals of prime ministers. But can he?
Judging from what happened in 1969, when Mr. Nixon sent the former New
York governor on a South American stutty mission, Mr, Ford may not be able to
let Mr. Rockefeller leave the country. David Morris, a fellow at the Institute for
Policy Studies, a left-wing Washington thinkery, has researched the old newspaper
clips of that disastrous voyage, and this is what his notes show:
"In Honduras. one student was killed and there was widespread rioting; in the
Dominican Republic a Standard Oil refinery was blown up; in Costa Rica 2,000
students demonstrated; in Panama the National Guard was called out; in
Venezuela the government had to cancel Rockefeller's visit due to street fighting;
in Colombia a 20,000-man special security force was called out to control student
strikes and there was heavy street fighting; in Ecuador Rockefeller's car was
overturned and 10 demonstrators were killed by the police; in Bolivia his 24·hour
visit was cut to a three·hour stay in the airport (while) eight bombs went off on
the (untraveled) motorcade route to La Paz; in Chile the government was forced
to cancel the visit when nationwide strikes erupted; Brazil was calm as the
government arrested thousands of potential demonstrators and censored the press
from printing any anti-Rocky articles; in Argentina one demonstrator was killed
by the police, there were nationwide labor strikes and nine Rockefeller-owned
supermarkets were bombed and burned; in Uruguay the General Motors plant was
burned down,''
In fairness to the Vice President"<lesignate, however, it should be added that in
Haiti, Francois (Papa Doc) Ouvalier, the late voodoo dictator and "President for
Life," turned out 35,000 people to cheer when he and Mr. Rockefeller appeared
on the balcony of the Presidential Palace in Port-au-Prince and embraced each
other.
Explosive Questions
Whether or not the abilitY to detonate a continent merely by setting foot on it
indicates Mr. Rocker'eller has considerably· more power than he has modestly
given himself credit for at his Senate confirmation hearings, his Latin fiasco does
pose certain questions. Was there a connection, for instance, betWilen what must
have been a horrifying experience ~nd what he was later to do at Attica? You
don't have to call Mr. Rockefeller a racist or any other name he doesn't deserve to
wonder if those violent, quasi·revolutionary mobs may have convinced this
-plutocrat in public service that armed repression is the only practical response.
Or it may be Mr. Rockefeller believes that in the 20th century violence is an
ordinary tool of statecraft, In that connection the only instances I've been able to
find of his recommending a tax cut during his governorship was for a $100
deduction for homeowners who built backyard bombshelters. For more than 20
years he has importuned for infinitely tumescent miiitary appropriations, and has
done so to such an extent that a man with less money might have been called a
nut on the subject, something that President E:isenhower came close to doing
when he said, "I suspect that Nelson has been listening too closely to half·baked
advisers."
·
That was back in the 1956 era when the Rockefeller Brothers Fund
commissioned a study, directed by Dr. Kissinger, which said: "In certain areas
assigned high priority by the Kremlin the Soviet Union has surpassed us
qualitatively as well as quantitatively, .. it appears that the United States is
rapidly losing its lead over the U.S.S.R. in the military race."
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Upgrading The Quality Of UNM .
By JOHN RUCKER
·I salUte President Heady's stand on entrance
requirements and the need for a strong community college
program in New Mexico,
There are few people at UNM who haven't noted a sharp
drop in quality at this institution-a drop that has taken
place over a shockingly short space of time.
ACT scores are not a be·all and end-all, but they are the
best method we presently have of measuring the abilities of
incoming students. William Huber's ACT studies not only
reveal that UNM freshmen score below the national norm
on their ACT tests, but that an amazing 26 per cent, one in
four, are functionally illiterate in English. (To date, no one
has challenged Huber's methods of fact finding.)
Many of UNM's academic troubles began when it
. dropped the group requirements entrance policy in 1970•.
Reinstating the required courses in high school curricula will
take several years, and in the meantime, current UNM
students will be attending a mediocre institution which just
happens to award higher grades than all but 8 per cent of
the colleges in the nation.
Huber and Wollman are not monsters trying to turn
UNM into I! "Harvard on the Rio Grande," they are men
sincerely interested in seeing UNM have a good academic
reputation.
Huber has corllinually urged sweep testing in various
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The Japanese convcrsatiomal class
will meet Thurs., Oct. 3 at 6 p,m, at
the International Center, 277·2946 tor
more info.
Jewish Student Union. HILLEL, wiU
have a meeting and bold elections on
Fri., Oct. 4 at 8:30 p.m. at JCC Bldg.,
110 Amherst Or., SE.

***

ASUNM Elections Committee needs members immediately to
organize the fall general election for ASUNM.

*** .

Campus organizations wanting to leam more about any area of
ASUNM can have a speal1er attend their meetings to answer any
questions, Foi: speakers, contact Joel White, chairperson, ASUNM
PR/PI office, 277·5605.

***

The ad hoc committee investigating the Coffeehouse place
mats voted 3·0 to retain Louis Tempkin as the chairperson.

***

The ASA Gallery is having an opening of paintings from
Mexico sponsored by the International Center, October 3, 1974,
4·9 p.m.

***

The Students for Apodaca are looking for recruits needed for
all phases of work on the Apodaca campaign. For more
information contact Pan P. Murphy, 842·1999..
Folksong Club' will meet in Room
231·0 at 7:30p.m. in the SUB Thurs.
The cntrv deadline for The Pedaling
Feat has been extended to Friday, Oct•
4. Only the Oval Sprint will be run
with both preliminaries and finals on
Oct. 13, beginning at 1 p.m. Four bikes
will be won by tho overall champion
team, as well as one bike given to the
individual with the best mile lime,
Medals will be given to the lst, 2nd,
and 3rd place teams in each division
(UNM and high school), as well as 1st,
2nd, and 3rd place teams In the overall
championship. J;<ntry blanks are still
available at the Alumni Office, SUB.

Representatives from the Graduate
School of American Univ., Washington,
D.C. and the Thunderbird Graduate
School of International Management,
Glendale, Ari>:. will he interviewing
interested students In all degree maJors
on Sept, 30 and Oct. 24, respectively.
SignuP for interview by Sept, 24 at the
Career SC!rvices Center, 2nd Floor,

Mesa VIsta South, Room 2131:

ASUNM Duplicating Center. MWF
11:15·5, TT · 9:00·10:45 and
12:30·4:30, SUB Room :!15 next to
Casa del Sol. XI£ROX 5 cents/copy:
Ditto and Mlmeo 5 coplcs/2 cents.

Lomas at Yale. Everyone wcJcome.

Anniversary Sale
Save Up To 50%

Erich Von Danikcn, author of
"Chariot of the Gods?" will speak at
PopeJoy Hall, Mon., Oct. 7 at 8 p,m,
Students FREE, Public $2,00.

Stereo Components
and Accessories

The Orthodox Baha'i Club will hold
Fireside, Mon., 8 p.m. in Apt. 17,
Married Student Housing Complex,

VVA W/WSO is sponsoring a dance
in the SUB Sat., Oct. 5 between 7·11
p,m, Music by 'Happy Trails.'
Admission: $1 ahead.
GSA olfices will accept grant
proposals lor student rescrch In the
GSA offices. ~·ormats for proposals arc
available in GSA offices. The first 30
will be accepted,

Best Selection and
Price, Service TOO

7611 Menaul N.E.

Open M & F til 9:00

HI·FI STEREO

Christian Student Center is
sponsoring a spaghetti dinner Fri., Oct.
4 at the Robinsons. ~·or more info call
26G·Ii215.

Student Initiated Courses
in the

Undergraduate Seminar Program
We would like to have proposals from undergraduate students for one
credit hour undergraduate seminars for Semester II, 1975. We are sorry
to ask for these so early; it is necessary so that we can have our brochure
ready before pre-registration.
Proposals should be made on a form which is available, together with
information on the program and some guidelines for proposals, at the new
Honors Center (ground level, west wing of the new Humanities Building).

.
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Deadline Is October 7, 1 974
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Ronnie ffillsap's Come Home
By JOHN FELDMAN
want to room with someone that's
Ronnie Milsap felt a different blind." But, Milsap feels very
sort of segreg11tion than the word lucky because his talent brought
might connote while going to him acceptance. After college,
Ronnie chose a musical career,
school in North Carolina.
Ronnie is a recording artist, on . instead of using a full scholarship
RCA records, who has been blind he had received toward law
·
since birth. Ronnie talked about school.
the state school for the blind
Today, in addition to his
singing, Ronnie's main instrument
during an interview last week.
"It was great except that it was is piano, but he has had
segregated •.. only blind kids go considerable classical training in
there so when it comes time to just about every striqged
· instrument. Born into country
music, tlien studying classical,
Ronnie was a prime target for
rock in the 50's. He had one big
R+B record, "Never Had It So
Good."
While in Memphis, Milsap and
his drummer-harmony singer
step out from under that shelter, Steve Holt, "learned how to sing
it's difficult."
the· b I u e s, we I i v e d the
This difficulty, Ronnie said, blues-working six or seven hours
affects sigh ted people too, since a night, six nights a week. That's
the·y are not sure how to react to all past." Since then, Ronnie and
the blind.
Steve have moved to Nashville,
When he went to college, which is the home of Ronnie's
Ronnie said that the attitude of wife and child.
his roommates was, "we don't
Now that Milsap has come

home to country, he has had quite
"When some people heard 'I
a bit of success with records like, Hate You' they said it was too
"All Together Now, Let's Fall strong, but RCA liked it," Milsap
Apart," "Pure Love," his newest said. So far, it has sold 110
release, "Please Don't Tell Me thousand copies.
How the Story Ends," and the
Ronnie has spent this, his first
Jo~e song, "I Hate You."
year on tour, traveling half the
time on his own and half the time
with the Charley Pride Show.
Ronnie says that Pride, "has
taught me a lot about being on
the road."
It seems like Ronnie Milsap has
come back to country for good.
He says of country songs, "they
are really sad or really
happy . . . they speak so
everybody can understand."
Before putting on his last show
at the Caravan East, Ronnie said
that being on the road and ".being
blind isn't rough, it's not being
with my family that's hard."
As the interview ended, he said,
"sure I'd love to see, but you
don't miss something you've never
had,"
Ronnie Milsap is a strong
individual, built like a brick wall,
Ronnie Milsap
with a definite gift.
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Erich von Doniken
E'r i c h von Dan ike n ,
controversial author of three
books including his number one
bestseller "Chariots of the,Gods?"
will speak Monday, Oct. 7, at 8
p.m. in Popejoy Hall.
General admission will be
available for $2 at the Popejoy
Hall box office. UNM students
with ID's wiJI be admitted free.
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AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL

Chaparrals Provide Saturday Night Sprints
"We're trying to stay. away
the political aspect that
from
By MARITA McKENNA
surrounds any organizations on
. "The UNM Chaparrals this year campus. 1'his year we have an
reflect more of what UNM really even ratio of independent and
is," said head Chaparral Leslie sorority representation."
"Things seem to be looking
Jensen.

up," said athletic coordinator Ike
Singer. "This is the first time in
quite awhile that the football
team could actually hear the
crowd yelling for them, and it was
certainly noticeable to the team.
Some of them even said they

1974-1975 Chaparrals: Front row (L to R): Debbie Granados, Sharon Shurick, Leslie Jenson, Frances
Martine, Karen Stratton. Back row: Gayle Corle, Kim Kremer, Mary Jo Talley, Jolene Broce, Clare
Condon, Anna Chavez
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Discount

It's nol any one th1ng that rrtake5 a 81g Mac taste gteal
But a lot of deliCious lh1ngs pollogctherfsn't that mferes!lng?

played better because they had
some support behind them."
"Interest by the students
themselves in their own team
makes it more fun and enjoyable
for the townspeople and can
really do a Jot to generate interest
in the Lobos."
Behind tl1e push for more
spirited support for UNM athletics
this year is the Chaparrals, but
they are the first to admit they
cannot do it by themselves.
"We arc mainly for dance
entertainment, though we do lead
cheers," said Jensen, "We would
like to sec some male yell-leadm·s
on the squad. UNM used to have
them and they do a lot for spirit.
ASU and BYU both have three or
four guys that lead cheers and do
stunts. It could really do a lot to
help spirit."
The Chaparrals ar<> also wmking
to reorganize a spirit organization
involving anyone who wants to
participate.
"We'V<> gotten a lot of calls
from organizations in the city
who would like to help in
impJ.,menting such a btroup," said
Singer, "But the athletic
department has nothing to do
with this. The Chaparrals are
carrying the whole load in

organizing it and tryil1g to get
something together."
"One of the main problems we
have this year is funding," said
Jensen.
"Stu dent government didn't
•

Daily Lobo
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fund any money for the squad out
of the budget so we are trying to
find the funds in tl1e athletic
department," Singer said. "I really
don't understand why they did
this because they are a student
organ izalion for the students.
They do a lot of work for the
university and UNl\1 athletics and
get little in return. They are trying
thek hardest to get that badly
11eeded support from the public."
"The Chaparrals have been on
campus for about 15 years," said
Jensen. "Every spring we have
tryouts in front of a panel of
sports experts including the head
and assistant head coaches of both
basketball and football. There are
also various broadcaster and Lobo
boosters from the city who help
in selecting the girls on the
squad."
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Earn $1 5 a week
.• Donate twice weekly

BRUSH
DENIM

BLOOD
PLASMA
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

Tbilisi Polyphonic Choir
80 SinJ?;ers, Dancers, Musicians
Wednesday, October 9'
Tickets $9.00, 8.00, 7~00, 6.00, 5.00
UNM Students w I activity cards
Y2 Price
Tel. 277-3121
.a

DO YOU NEED
CASH?

DONOR CENTER

And
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NOW AVAILABLE SUB BOX OFFICE

Cross Country's Mark
Bjorkland won't run against
8 YU, but will take on
Colorado next week.

The UNM freshman football team will be in action Saturday when
they host the Ail· Force freshmen in a 7:30p.m. contest at University
Stadium,
Coming off an impressive 22·21 comeback victory over the New
Mexico State freshmen last week the Wolfpups al·e 1-1 on the season
with an opening 33·19loss to Western New Mexico's varsity.
Against the Aggies, the 'Pups were down 21·0 in the third pc1iod
but fought back witi1 seven points in the third quarter and 15 in the
final period to salvage the victory. Mike Fox of Belen hit on a 24-yard
field goal with just 1:20 remaining in the contest to give the Wolfpups
the win.
Fox has five points on the year with the one field goal and two out
of fou1· extra point attempts.
Richat·d Forrest of Carlsbad is expected to get the starting call at
quarterback for the Wolfpups. The 5·9, 172-pounder completed eight
of his 13 attempts against the Aggies for 101 yards and a touchdown
in last week's winning effort. One pass went for 19 yards to Frank
Hines,
Hines is the leading frosh receiver with five receptions for 69 yards
and one touchdown.
Don Barnes leads the team in rushing with 139 yards in 38 carries,
one run going for 22 yards.
·
But Smokey Turmin in only 15 carries has netted 122 yards for an
8.1 average. One run last week went for 65 yards.
As a team the 'Pups have been outscored 54·41 by U1eir opponents
m1d have been outgained 732·688 in total offense but they are even in
the first downs witll 34 apiece.
No admission will be charged for Saturday's game.

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

WdTSOn
ALSO
Ditch

cliches from commercials, porno
by Jordan (a pimp played by
mags and everyday instances of Jeffrey Hudson) and his arsenal of
trash and uses these cliches for
grown-up Lolitas (bitchily,
verbal ·puns parodying our society.
sensuously seen in the acting of
In Hot 'Buttered Rolls, it is the
Sherri Finkel and Grace
sexual aspect of our world, and .. Hopgood). Naturally, the catering
obliquely the religious and is mounted to secure the old
financial, which provides her with man's loot.
targets.
While it fails as an effort of
The main character, Corrupt esoteric, yet serious, merit, the
Savage, is a doddering fat cat with play .provides for m1 hour of ribald
a taste for the bizarre. Played by parody verging on the
Mark Hetelman, Corrupt is the pornographic. As such, it is highly
ultimate dirty old man. While commendable.
most would be content to slaver
Beautiful Losers and Hot
at young nubile bodies, Corrupt Buttered Rolls come your way
needs his women, but he also under the auspices of Bugger City
needs sex meters, tape recorders Poverty Players.
loaded with sly innuendos and
In addition to tQnigh t 's
varfous other paraphernalia performance, there will be others
(including vibrators and copious each night until Sunday in the
mail order sex mags).
Humanities Building Theatre.
Corrupt's tastes are catered to Curtain is 8 p.m. Admission is $1.

By HAROLD SMITH
The UNM cross country team has hit a brick wall this week with
the unexpected announcement by the long-distance men of Brigham
Young University that they can't make it to Albuquerque for their
scheduled dual meet. ·
· Lobo coach Hugh Hackett said, "You do that kind of thing in grade
school or junior high, not at the college level,"
Hackett said they cancelled the Saturday meet because "they had
gone three weeks in a row away from home."
In retrospect, the Cougar excuse is lame considering the Lobos
placed third in WAC competition last year behind UTEP and BYU.
On the other hand, it is possible the BYU schedule was causing a
budget &hortage, If that is the case, Hackett's haulers would have had
.,.: to do the same thing in a similar situation. Yet the Mormon
§1, tithe-supplied athletic budget of the Provo Pumas is bound to have
&: enough money to make a southerly jaunt across the border to
Enchilada City.
What the Utah school is saying, in essence, is, "We don't think WAC
meets are that important." And they aren't. The only WAC
confrontation that counts is the championship. The rest of the season
is merely warm-up.
Then again, maybe the "second-place team on paper" is
afraid of being blown off their paper pinnacle by the likes of
upcoming Lobo runners Blair Johnson, Mark Bjorkland m1d Matt
Segura.
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Falcons Gl.ide In To

Take On Wolfpups

Weldon: 'Down ·With Genitollmperiolism~
.

·By JON BOWMAN
With Genital lmpcrialisni.' " Such wisdom randomly dashed with
Opening tonight is the most a cry is sounded by F, played by grains of sheer insanity. The effect
controversial production ever to Weldon himself, as he deals with I, is overwhelming. One iS""left iri a
grace a UNM dramatic stage. played by Alan Dumas. During quandry from which to extricate
Controversial not so much the course of the production, oneself; it becomes necessary 'to
because of" its explicit language both characters assume several chuck stasis and recreate anew.
nor even for the forthright guises sometimes appearing as Like F and Edith (who in the play
manner it treats societal taboos youthful friends, sometimes as devise a new religious dance
like homosexuality and god and worshipper,sometimesin involving mimesis of the
masturbation, but rather due to the cultural roles most often telephone), we must choose to
its honesty, to its unique way of found in our society, that of either exist as "ordinary, eternal
confronting its audience.
sadist and masochist.
·machinery • • or perish as
Beautiful Losers, adapted from
This final duality also finds shell-shocked, coffee-stained
the Leonard Cohen novel by expression in a Godard·like scene simulacrums. Such is the power of
William
Weldon, hsucceeds on between F and a third character, art.
.
)
evels where ot er absurdist Edith, played by Ellen Bierck. In
Preceding Beautiful Losers on
efforts falter, however much they the scene, F reads prolonged tonight's bill is the play Hot
try to annihilate the restraints of passages of sexual mutilation, first Buttered Rolls, written by
traditional drama. For in the play, from a work by the Kronhausens Rosalyn Drexler. A painter and
one is not merely subjected to and lastly from Tile 120 Days of novelist as well as playwright,
camp disguised as truth. One is Sodom by the master of Drexler attempts in her work to
shown camp (through use of perversipn, the Marquis de Sacie. reduce language to a state of pure
comic books, Charles Atlas ads, As he does so, Edith groans in "flatness." To do so, she takes
music and street slang) only to bed, choreographing each related
have it transformed from the incident with yet another shriek
mundane into the realm of spirit, or well·timed gesture. She pushes
of art, and finally of the herself to orgasm, while at the
polymorphous delight underlying same time, leaving the .audience
an flesh.
emotionally drained.
According to Weldon, "the
The play then proceeds to its
theme of the piece if it has one,
would have to be the cry 'Down final sequences, containing bits of
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DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

842-6991
LOMAS at SAN PE.DRO
SAN PEDRO at MENAUL
CANDELARIA at EUBANK
5324 4th ST., N.W.
LOMAS at JUAN TABO
I

Albuquerque

1307 Central NE

•

Lt. Blue, Green
Navy, Beige
Brown, Yellow

$14.50
"

lobo
MENS
SHO
2120 Central S.E,

Rocky Go Home
(Continued from page 4)
Nukes for Southeast Asia
President Kennedy made the same overestimate of Russian strength, which
came to be known as the "mi:;sile gap," but at least he wasn't saying things like
''very powerful nuclear weapons can be used in such a manner that they have
negligible effects an civilian populations'' (al·so from the same
Rockefeller·Kissinger report). And when Rockefeller inquired of Kennedy about
the possibilities of using tac nukes in Southeast Asia, the multi-millionaire
President didn't glom on to the multi-multi-millionaire governor's .suggestion.
Unhappily the two were one about what the report called
"non-overt ••• disguised or obscure war," i.e., Vietnam. We can't know if
Kennedy might have come to change his mind about such interventions, but we
do know that Mr. Rockefeller never has, just as we know that he has been an
undeviating advocate of a foreign policy which has protection of ov~trseas
investments as its principal aim.
It is a position consistent with his and his family's ownership of a firm like the
International Basic Economy Corporation that does in excess of $250 million
3) SERVICES
------------~-CHRISTMAS GROUP AIRFARES: Den•
ver, Dallas, Chicago, LA. Cnll At11l8,
265-8074.
10/8

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates; 10¢ per word per day with a
$J..Oo per day minimum charge, or 6¢
per word per d•y with a 60' per day
minimum· charge for ads published five
or more consecutive days.
Tf;lrms : Payment must be ·made in full
,prior to insertion of advertisement,
Where: Marron Hall, Room 132
01' bu mail
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
1) PERSONALS
FOR WHEN THINGS get out ot hnnd!
CnlJ AGORA 277-3013, we're here to
listen.
10/4
ARE YOU QUALIFIED in submarines 'l
US Submarine veterans wnnt you. For
information call StAlve 265-6312.
10/4
.
ALL YOU CAN EAT - Spaghetti &
salad bar, $1.96. Every Suntlay 4-8 vm
at Peplno's, 4310 Central SE.
10/4
.

-

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends who care at Birthright.
247-9819.
2)

l.OST & FOUND

ll'£t ln ASUNM government offices. GM,
Samsonite & other keys. Identity &
~aim, rm 1:12, Mnrr!'n Unll_.___ ~0/9
FOUND: AFCHAN llOUND, Sycamore
& Gold nrta, cnll 2GG·2G44 to ltlcntiCy,
10/8
$300 REWARD tor Loet Gibson fircblrd
electric guitar. Parlll, gold-plated, black
J1ome-made eM~. 2GG·68'1G or 265·4074.
10/3
LOST: GIRL'S BLUE wlndbreakcr w/
):!'old t'rnbll'm, St. EdwArds University,
10/'1
KC. 2'17-4284 l'lt'MC.
LOST: 14 mo. old white male SarnoYctl
nnml!d Nicholas. Lost . University arca.
9/28. Reward. Tony 2GG·4346
1017
-

Covered
•

""'ago.n
Mokers of-Hond Mode Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

---

4)

~--~~~"~'------.---------FOUND: SY.!VEN KEYS on n ring &

-

SPANISH 'rUTOR needed tor graduate
student. Prefer nntive of Spnnish-spenk·
10(~
ing country, 265·9660,
PROFESSIONAL CARPET CLEANING,
living room nnd hnll cleaned professionally for only $16 also installations,
242-6969.
10/9
FREE RETAIL CATALOG: PiPl'B, water·
pipes, bongs, cigarette papers, rolling·
machinl'B, superstones, clips, under•
ground comix, etc.; Gabriella's Goodil'B,
Box 434, Hollywood, CA. 90028. 10/10
.
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lowest prices in town, fast, plensing.
Near UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to
171'7 Girard N.E.
CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION.
UNM guitnr major. Student of Hector
__£n.rcin. 266-2695.
10/7
PROFESSIONAL 'fYPIST: IBM carbon·
ribbon. Guaranteed aceurncy. Rensonnble
rates. 298-7147.
10/2
BICYCLE REPAIR SPECIALIST. Lo\~C!St
Possible prices on wheel building, tru·
lng, overhauls, adjustments. Same day
service. Frnmc & fork repairs. New &
used bikes for sale. 268·'129(1.
10/9 ·

FOR RENT

2-BDRM HOUSE, . $85 mo, $85 deposit,
707 Arno SE, 842-0361.
10/8
ROOMMATE WANTED for luxury 2·bcd•
room llllllrtment. $!!5 include1l utilities.
200-0302.
10/7
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, Ryder overnight
sleep tomorrl?~· ~765·1111.
ttn
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS - An
apartment complex for the young and
the young at heart. Rents start at $130.
Large swimming pdol. Efficiencies &
1 bdrm available, fumlahcd or un·
furnished. Walking distanee to UNM.
1520 University NE. 243-2494.
10/.t
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartments. One, two, and thrce room!!.
Very clean, ncar University and north
west. 242·7814, 247·1006, 242·1871. tfn

worth of business in South America every Year. That he should equate what's
good for him as good for America can't be described as any ordinary conflict of
interest. This is not a case of a tax loophole or the favorable interpretation of
some government regulation.
·
This goes to our most important policy decisions as it also goes to the
Rockefeller mind" set, the Rockefeller grasp graps of strategy and tactics, the
disconcerting Rockefell~r presumption that he knows what's best for others as
well as for himself. So do we want this oblivious high-sailing ex-governor, this
inflexible, if polished bellicist, this man whose name is a symbol of such odium
that people around the world are willing to chance death just to throw rocks at
his limousine?

·Development .
(continued from page 3)
univer~ity

that are not and
cannot be funded without some
sort of private contributions to
the university by individuals.
"I feel that the most effective
fund raiser," Lalicker said, "is
•
4) FOR RENT
SHARE HOUSE. Available end October
nenr Campus, $60/mo. 842·0820, 10/3
5) FORSALE
HANG-GLIDER, very attractive & well
balanced, excellent condition, must sell.
10/9
. 842-1236;
POTTER'S WHEEL, Amaco - 2-specd,
electric, $86, 265-2634 or 266·2663, 10/9
·16' DROWNING ALUM. CANOE, $150.
344-'1492, excellent condition.
10/4
MEN'S 10·sPecll bike, 25", $100 or best
offer, 266-~954.
10/7
GERMAN SHEPHERD Puppil'B sire: Ch.
Diamond Jim, CD bom 8/22/74. 2948926, 929 Morris NE.
10/7
EXOTIC DEADS from nround the world.
Turquoise & silver jewelry. The Bend
Shaman •. Old •rown.
trn
MARTIN GUITAR 1958, 0-18, $400, 281_!~~-2.
10/~
BEAUTIFUL AUSTIN-HEALEY 3000
Mnrk I. About $1350. Call 294·7623 or
277-4465.
10/4
SKI TOURING & BACKPACKING equipment from the professionals at the Trail
lfnus-Salcs, rcntnl<J, service, nnd clinics.
Since 1967, New Mexico's lending ski
touring center-Trail Haus, 1931 San
Mnteo SE. 256·9190.
10/3
OLD MIRAGES, some 20 years old. $1.00
each, room 132, M~~n liaU._____
'72 DATSUN PICKUP, owner going
abrond $2000 or make ofl'cr, Jerry, 262·
0607 after G _I'M.
10/
TWO SANSUI SP 3500 speakers lnrgc.
100 Wntt output capacity. 206·3729
evening~t,
10/7
KINGSIZE WATERDEDS, $29.96, complete systems, $69.96, heaters, $27.50.
Water Trips, 3407 Central NE. Acr0!38
!rom Arbies. 268-8456.
ttn
---~·
TENNIS EQUIPMENT-racquets, balls,
shor;bl, shoes, & shirbl now on sale at
the Dike Shop, 823 Yale SE, 842·9100.
BACKPACKERS - ~me inspect New
Mexico's most complete selection of
equipment at D A C K COUNTRY
SPORTS,. 2421 San Pedro NE. 266·8113.

-·

Friendly Flower Shop
Alhuyucrquc Floral Design
School
W~;

... pcc~o~IIIC

in green

plitnt., and nt<n:r<tntl!.

.

.

Classified Advertising Rates
1Oc per word, $1.00 minimum charge

5 or more consecutive insertions

5)

.20 PORTABLE TV's $30·$60. 441 Wyom·
ing NE, 265·6987.
10/23
CUSTOM GOLD wedding & dinner rings
by Charlie Romero, 268-3896.
12/6
PADDLE BALL RACQUETS: Balls-lots
left nnd still on snle at the Dike Shop,
823 Ynle SE•. 842-9100. Rp,cquets as low
as $9.99 and balls at 99c each.
10/7
JUCYCLES I BICYCLES I Now is the time
tor a new 10-speed, Prices have been
lowered ns winter approaches and we
have n terrific selection. The Dike Shop,
82:1 Ynl,P. SFJ. 1!42-9100.
10/7
MARTI.N 000·28 GUITAR with Hardshell
Case. Perfect con,utlon. $426. 242·7560.
10/3

----------------~

BICYCLES: Lowest prices on Gitane and
other fine European Bicycles. Over 100
in stock, $76 to $600, WORLD CHAM-

fo~~It~~~~)~:~Jlt~ 284~~:~ 7 [. 1 • ~~

STEREO HEAD PHONES S4.9& 6 foot
cord, soft ear 11ads. United 'Freight
Sales. 3920 San Mateo NE.
tfn
OLD MIItAGES 1968 through 1970. $1.00
each, room 132, Marron Hall.

ttn

6l

E~IPLOYMENT

WANTED-STUDENTS interested in Advertising Sales. Cnll Harry Chapman for
appointment. 277-4002.

----------------------

MEN 1 WOMEN I JOBS ON SHIPS I No
eXPerience required. Excellent llRY.
Worldwide travel. Pcrleet summer job
or career. Send $3 for in!ormntlorl.
SEAFAX, Dept. M-6, P.O. Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Wnshington 98362. 10/8
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PADDLEBALL, RAQUETS and balls on sale this week at the Dike Shop, 823
Yalq SE. 842-9100.

RESERVE SPECIAL FORCES A-team
organizing. Need EX-SF-ABN, call Hnl,
255·3697,
10/~
CHILD CARE - AGE 3·5, SE Heights
in bilingual home. 766-5642 (after 5
1.0~

PM),

SCRIPTURE READING, pra:rers, eoniJII,
daily 7 PM, 425 University NE, Canter·
bury Chapel.
10/14

SALES CAREER
WITH

SALES MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
If you are a thinker. a responsible non·conformist
besides being friendly and energetic: if you are
.
.
.
managmg now, 11r can he tramed to manage
people 1wa 1 t h f
•
n ? ~ar rom you.
. Our managers mcomes average more than
$20.000 per year. Unlimited com~isslons and all
the fringe benefits.
Write: C. N. Capriotti
P.O. Box 8575
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
265·5757

- ...

~ ,..,~ .....

Nights of Cabiria
Thursday 7-9 $1.00

Sub Cinema

277-3021.

Crowded

Tom Davies Bookshop
218 Central 5. W.
247-2072

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayU

'
.
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily lobo
·
times beginning
. . .. _, under the heading (circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

Enclosed $ --· -·- _ .. Placed by

~

MISCELLANEOUS

PART·TIME JOB, graduate students only.
Afternoons & evenings, Must be able to
work Friday & Snturdny nights. Must be
over 21 years old. Apply in person, no
phone calls plense. Save Way Liquor
store, 6704 LomM NE and 551G Mcnatll
NE.
10/10

Cash in advance

UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

~

Street dance, Fri., Oct. 4 on Mesa r;s.
~
Vista Rd., NE, 1800 blk, sponsored by Q
FIJI pledges. All are welcome.
~
Tickets for' matinee show of Jackson ~
Browne/Bonnie Raitt concert, '<:
sponsored bY PEC, Sun., Oct. 6, are
now on sale. Evening show is sol~ out,

~

• •

FOR SALE

with no copy changes,
6c per word per day
60c per day minimum charge
Terms

'z

that faculty member who is
totally concerned with a
particular project that needs
funding. 1 hope to put the
donator and the faculty member
involved with the project
together."

3424
266-9296
..........,.Central
..................,..S.E.
..,..._.......,.,..,.
..,...

New·Mexica
DailyLaba
•

-

Las Campanas meeting, Sun., Oct~ 6
at 7 p.m. in . basement of Santa Ana ~
donn. Call 277-5670 for more info.
Topic: Professor of the Month.
$¥'
Thre will be a weekly meeting o'f •ftl
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity fol:' all
members at 7 p.m. Sun. at the Lambda ~
Chi House.

o<4

